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dont_forget_me is an upcoming cyberpunk adventure game about exploring memories that looks promising[2]

Expect megacorporations, lots of neon, noir, jazz and synths and more in this adventure. A
short prototype demo is available so you can get a little taste of uncovering memories.

The narrative-based game 'Death and Taxes' puts the grim reaper in an office job - demo available [3]

Inspired by the likes of Papers, Please, Animal Inspector, Beholder and Headliner we now
have 'Death and Taxes', a game with plenty of hard choices and a morally gripping story with
a rather stylish grim reaper.
Arriving on Steam with Linux support on February 20, the developer said to expect "a ton of
post-mortem bureaucracy"?oh my, whatever will people think up next. Your job is to decide
who lives and who dies, with your decisions affecting the world around you.

Project Heartbeat is an upcoming sweet community-driven rhythm game developed on Linux[4]

Stretch your fingers and get ready for a workout, as a new rhythm game is in town named
Project Heartbeat.

Inspired by titles like Clone Hero and Project Diva with a sweet style and plenty of Eurobeat
music, Project Heartbeat will be entering Early Access relatively soon on Steam.

Looks like the narrative thriller 'The Suicide of Rachel Foster' will come to Linux [5]

Releasing next week on February 19, it's looking like 'The Suicide of Rachel Foster' will also
be coming to Linux although it's not clear yet exactly when.
An eagle-eyed user spotted Linux being noted on SteamDB, which the developer ONE-OONE GAMES then did a little teasing with a Twitter post quoting it to say "seems that way"
with a little party emoji included and then some teasing towards us. So it certainly seems like
we're getting this narrative thriller.

LUNA The Shadow Dust looks seriously beautiful and this point & click puzzler is out now[6]

LUNA The Shadow Dust from Lantern Studio and Application Systems Heidelberg has
released today and certainly seems like a worthy point and click adventure to add to your
collection.
Inspired by classic adventure games, LUNA The Shadow Dust was funded on Kickstarter (like
many others) by the small Chinese team from Lantern Studio with this being their first game
together. A tale of two playable companions drawn together in a hand-animated puzzle
adventure.

Contemporary adventure game inspired by the Philippines 'Until Then' announced [7]

This definitely has my attention, as I really do love seeing more games made in settings not
too often explored in games. Until Then is inspired by the Philippines including its lifestyle,
and culture.

A tournament for the lightweight free FPS 'Warfork' is happening Sat 15 February [8]

If you?re interested to join them, don?t forget to formally confirm your attendance through the
following link, where you?ll also find some general rules and other information, like the maps
where the action will take place.
This isn?t the first time this community hosted a tournament, as you can see in this previous

announcement, and hopefully they continue doing them so that there are incentives to keep
pushing the progress on the game ? remember that, although perfectly playable, it?s still in
Early Access.
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